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Abstract: RFID technology is a pervasive technology because 

it is being used in many systems. RFID provides very good 
solution for non-business areas as well. However, its unprotected 
data in wireless communication channel and mobility of RFID 
tags opens up many possibilities of these tags being tracked by 
unauthorized reader which violates location privacy. It also 
gives opportunity for unauthorized user to access confidential 
data. Past works on RFID with privacy-preserving solution have 
dealt with lots of issues regarding system integrity and 
availability. In this paper we present A Unified Model for 
Security, Trust and Privacy (STP) of RFID System. Our 
proposed model use trusted computing principles and 
components to solve issues highlighted by previous works in 
RFID protocols. We combine the strengths of encryption, 
mutual attestation and privacy enhancement to form a unified 
model for RFID system. The model provides a holistic protection 
for RFID system. 
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I. Introduction 

RFID technology is a pervasive technology because it is being 
used in many systems. The core application by commercial 
companies and organizations is very diverse, but with specific 
purpose, i.e. to identify items or products. It creates very 
positive and encouraging impact for business. RFID provides 
very good solution for non-business areas as well. For 
instance, it saves lots of transaction times especially for 
identifying items in huge warehouse at rates of hundreds per 
seconds. Another example, it could track the locations and 
status of any book in the library. A Typical setup of RFID 
system is as shown in Figure 1. 

RFID technology has already become pervasive in many 
countries in the world because they are being used in 
numerous systems; its salient feature being able to 
communicate through wireless radio frequency between 

RFID reader and tags. However, the pervasiveness of RFID 
system also comes with emerging security and privacy issues 
because today’s unprotected and unverified RFID system and 
its components could easily be tracked and/or attacked by 
adversary. Traceability of its data and location tracking are the 
two major issues in privacy. RFID tag without any security 
and privacy protection can easily be tracked by unauthorized 
reader or adversary can potentially violate user privacy. Other 
factors are caused by resources limitation, lack of security and 
mobility of the tag. When tracked by an illegal reader, it will 
violate privacy of the user who are using or carrying any items 
with RFID tags.  
 

 
 

Figure 1.  A Typical RFID System. 
 

The most critical challenge for the RFID system is that 
without data privacy protection, it faces the risk of exposing 
say, confidential personal information or product sales 
information. For instance, a private hospital using RFID 
system for its patients’ identities, when used without any 
privacy protection, will run the risk of exposing patients’ 
drugs usage or prescriptions. This exposure of sensitive data 
would further exacerbate with the exposure of many more 
information such as type of sickness, how long has the patient 
been suffering, etc.  
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For the privacy protection, what we really need is to 
provide data anonymity and untraceability. We reviewed past 
works on RFID systems, particularly on privacy-preserving 
aspect. However, we noted that they mostly dealt with trust 
and system availability [1]-[4]. Looking from the overall 
system solution perspective, we consider them as proposals 
involving RFID tags only solutions and have not fully 
considered other system components such as RFID reader and 
back-end server. As far as our knowledge goes, current RFID 
products do not provide any privacy solution at all. 
 From adversary perspective, RFID tag would be an easy 
target for them to launch attacks on compared to backend 
server and RFID reader. In the pervasive and ubiquitous 
systems for future, RFID system would eventually be 
integrated and interconnected via the network to other 
systems. For example, current Near Field Communication 
(NFC) [5] system is a mobile phone that is capable of 
communicating with RFID reader. In the future, RFID system 
will eventually be integrated with house appliances and 
connected to the internet.  
 From the above discussions, it is apparent that the scope 
and coverage of security, trust and privacy is crucial as part 
and parcel of the integrated RFID system that will also be 
strengthened by more unified Security, Trust & Privacy (STP) 
Framework as proposed by Ab Manan et al. [6]. A critical 
review related RFID solution has also been done [7]. 
 From STP systems design point of view, an anonymizer 
would be good candidate for protecting the entire RFID 
privacy from being tracked or traced by adversary. Another 
possible candidate would be the low-cost RFID tag because of 
the least use of resources [2]. We shall discuss this design 
consideration further in this paper.  

The main contributions of this work are as follows: i) it 
provides real-time integrity verification for anonymizer and 
RFID system, ii) it is independent of time, iii) it also combines 
integrity, security and trust in one solution, and iv) it uses just 
one single anonymizer (an advantages over other previous 
solutions which need multiple anonymizers to anonymize tags 
[2]–[3]). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next 
section we discuss previous related works on RFID systems 
and protocols, followed by a brief discussion on the concept 
of anonymizer with trusted process. Further on, we present 
and discuss our proposed solution. Next, is the security 
analysis on our proposed solution and finally we conclude the 
paper. 

II. Related Work 

There are several previous works on RFID protocols that dealt 
with security and privacy issues [8]-[11]. Their focus was 
more on protecting RFID tag rather than a unified solution 
which covers overall security, trust and privacy. In other 
words, these proposals have considered security, trust and 
privacy separately. The two solutions provided by [15]–[16] 
were related to the design of trusted system in RFID reader, 
but have not proposed any RFID protocol. We proposed an 
RFID protocol with trust as in Mubarak et al. [17]. 

There is a protocol used by a hashed-based RFID system 
proposed by Weis et al. [8]. This solution protects transactions 
between RFID reader and tag using hash functions, but 

privacy is not well protected since it is traceable by adversary 
i.e. the shared key are communicated without being encrypted 
or protected.   

Huang et al. [9] proposed another hash-based RFID 
protocol to protect secure access control system. This scheme 
includes timestamp to protect against replay attack which 
creates randomness through time. However, time stamping is 
vulnerable to time desynchronization attack. Huang et al. also 
provided data anonymity through hashing, which as far as our 
knowledge goes this lacks accuracy.  

Lu et al. [10] proposed another RFID protocol that is also 
related to hash-based authentication system. This solution 
provided location based privacy which helps resistance 
against replay attacks. However, replay attack prevention is to 
the reader and not to the tag which is more crucial because the 
tag represents identity of the user of the item (which is 
embedded with the tag). It also has similar issues related to 
other privacy-preserving solutions which need to regularly 
update secret information in the system. 

Dietrich [11] proposed an anonymous RFID protocol by 
using Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) [12] between 
NFC terminal and mobile phone. This solution provided 
anonymity for mobile host but the solution is quite complex 
and incur heavy burden during authentication process. This is 
due to the complex eighteen steps in performing 
authentication protocol between mobile phone and NFC 
terminal. 

Sadeghi et al. [1]–[2] proposed an anonymizer-based RFID 
protocol that is resistant against impersonation attacks; 
however, it requires an additional protocol between tags and 
anonymizers that could also be vulnerable to attack. Moreover, 
this scheme assumed honest anonymizers to guarantee 
anonymity of tags and it is very dependent on a number of 
anonymizers. In a worst case scenario where one or more of 
these anonymizers is compromised, the whole system could 
be affected too. It was also noted that the need for several 
anonymizers can automatically increase overall cost of 
operation. The diagram in Figure 2 shows that collision could 
occur between a few anonymizers for anonymizing one tag. 
Another problem is related to finding the right mechanism 
that can prevent collision. 

 
 

Figure 2. RFID System with Multiple Anonymizers. 
 
An anonymous RFID protocol proposed by Armnecht et al. 

[3] is based on the modification of DAA protocol which was 
proposed by Chen et al. [13]. Chen et al. implemented a 
prototype of the modification type of DAA in RFID system by 
replacing RSA encryption inside the protocol with Elliptic 
Curve Cryptography (ECC) [14]. This modification involving 
a change to a more efficient algorithm also suffers from 
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problems associated with previous solution. These problems 
are related to system availability and the need for several 
anonymizers to anonymize each tag. 

As a summary, we can conclude that almost all of the above 
mentioned RFID protocols still lack the unifying aspects of 
security, trust and privacy in providing a more integrated 
solution for future RFID Systems. 

III. Building Trusted Anonymizer  

The protection of user privacy and data confidentiality is 
very important to RFID system because it has to be 
untraceable and anonymous to unauthorized entity. RFID 
system also has to protect user location privacy from any 
illegal tracking by unauthorized entity or adversary. Usually, 
RFID tags and readers are mobile devices and they are more 
vulnerable to illegal location tracking compared to backend 
server. Normal backend server needs to be well protected for 
data privacy because confidential data (related to tags and 
readers) are stored in the backend system. While RFID tags 
are vulnerable, they also have very limited resources which 
mean that few applications could reside inside RFID tag. For 
example, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is not suitable in 
RFID tag because it requires bigger size resources. 
Anonymizer (a privacy-preserving tool) is suitable to be used 
both in RFID system and RFID tag, because it uses fewer 
resources [2]. Anonymizer protects data and location privacy 
for users and private data in RFID system by providing 
anonymity and unlinkability protection of RFID reader, tags 
and backend server, which could be tracked or traced by 
adversary. In this section we discuss how trust can be 
integrated into anonymizer to form trusted anonymizer.  

A.  Issues on Untrusted Anonymizer  

Several anonymizer-based RFID protocols mentioned 
earlier suffer from almost similar issues, especially on 
providing honest type of anonymizer and system availability. 
Most of these anonymizer-based RFID systems have other 
difficulties such as relying on multiple anonymizers to always 
refresh tags. It must also be emphasized that anonymizer must 
have integrity verification so that it could prevent hijacking by 
adversary and from its component being infected by malicious 
code or malware [18]. Once the system is hijacked, user will 
not be able to confirm that it is operating as expected and 
hence it cannot be trusted any more [15]. A hijacked system is 
considered dangerous because it could infect RFID system 
components and could launch further attack by spreading 
virus to other components in different systems and could work 
together with the core adversary to track and trace data or user 
location in a much larger scale.  

Another problem which is related to anonymizer-based 
RFID protocols is system availability, which can potentially 
disturb the anonymization process if hijacked by adversary. 
This problem could occur if anonymizer has been corrupted 
by adversary or it cannot provide anonymization services to 
tags, which leads to information being directly be exposed and 
tracked by adversary. A number of previous researchers on 
privacy-preserving RFID solutions [2]-[3] have tried to solve 
this issue by using multiple anonymizers. Unfortunately, it 
could produce others unexpected problems such as collision, 
logistics and system management issues. Moreover, multiple 
anonymizers are not cost effective and it would definitely 
increase the maintenance costs. System collision could occur 
between two or more anonymizers that are trying to 

anonymize the same tag. Another issue on system collision is 
about finding the right location for every anonymizer so that 
they would not compete with each other in anonymizing tags. 
This kind of setup is really depending on anonymizers to 
always anonymize tags regularly. The term “regularly” is 
related to unclear explanation because we are not really sure 
which time frequency is the best solution, i.e. whether the 
time is for every seconds, minutes or hours. If tags 
anonymization process occurs too frequently, it will be good 
for anonymity but it will consume lots of computing resources 
and it is very costly. On the other hand less frequent tag 
anonymization would give advantage for adversary to track 
tags. 

By applying trusted computing principles to anonymizers, 
we believe that trusted anonymizers can potentially solve lots 
of issues mentioned above. Using trusted computing we do 
system integrity verification for all components including the 
anonymizer in RFID system to guarantee that they are 
operating in the expected manner. Any intruders which try to 
insert alien codes inside any of the trusted RFID system 
components can easily be detected by integrity monitoring 
module in the system such as Integrity Measurement 
Architecture (IMA) [19]-[20].  

B. Trusted Process for Anonymizer 

Trusted process using trusted computing principles 
provides trustable platforms or entities, and creates trustable 
environment within the RFID system. We describe how this is 
done for the anonymizer within the RFID environment.  

The trusted process is first started by measuring properties 
in the anonymizer or any applications within the RFID system. 
The measurement process for is configurable. The integrity 
measurement report which needs to be verified by verifier is 
created by using integrity measurements (process is described 
below) which also has to be pre stored in the verifier platform. 
Any changes of the integrity measurements would definitely 
change the value of integrity report and would make the 
integrity verification process to fail. The baseline for integrity 
report is created after the measurement of the configured 
properties or components has completed.  

The integrity of the booting process from the low level 
system such as BIOS and boot loader can be measured by 
using trusted boot application such as Trusted Grub. Every 
measurement would be extended into Platform Configuration 
Register (PCR) [21] inside the Trusted Platform Module 
(TPM) [22]-[23]. TPM is the tamper proof hardware which 
has already being promoted as trusted computing component 
by Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [23]. 
  The trusted booting process only measures at the system 
boot level but not at runtime level. Besides measuring the 
system booting process, all applications can be measured at 
runtime by using Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) 
which has been created by IBM Research Group. IMA is the 
open source software which can be modified openly and 
reused back by research community. This application is 
embedded inside the Linux kernel to perform runtime 
measurement for every executed application and stored the 
integrity measurement inside the measurement log.  

The combination of trusted boot and IMA can guarantee 
every executed application inside the platform would be 
measured and verified. Any modification of the application in 
the platform can be detected by the trusted system because it 
would produce a different measurement result compared to 
the legitimate application. Every system application inside the 
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platform would be measured and extended the measurement 
inside PCR in the TPM. This measurement can be used as an 
integrity report in the verification process for attester, which is 
described next.  

C. Integrity Verification Process 

The integrity verification process or attestation is like a 
challenge and response process within the RFID System 
which proves whether the verified platform or attester can be 
trusted as a legitimate platform or otherwise. The verifier 
must first be a trusted entity which can verify other platforms. 
Our task is to first establish a trusted verifier. It must be 
cautioned that, if any untrusted platform is able to verify 
integrity reports of attesters, then automatically we presume 
that any unauthorized entity can get the integrity report. This 
means that unauthorized verification process will give 
advantage to adversary to hijack the legitimate integrity report 
and launched and impersonation attacks to the system.  

The scenario of impersonation attack is as shown in Figure 
3 (without trusted process). In this figure an adversary could 
easily capture the authentication request and relays the 
message to legitimate backend server. The backend server 
would not be able to know the identity or integrity of the 
adversary because no integrity checking has been involved in 
the system. This shows that the confidential messages can be 
wrongly routed to adversary. 
 

 

Relaying 

Messages 

Confidential 

Messages 

Backend server  RFID Reader  

Authentication 

Request 

Adversary  

 
Figure 3. The example of an impersonation attack 
 

In principle, the integrity report from an attester platform 
has to be protected and must not be sent to any unauthorized 
system. This can be done by encrypting the message in order 
to be protected from being exposed to adversary. Our proposal 
uses sealing key from TPM to seal the encryption key which is 
previously used to encrypt the integrity report. If the 
encrypted version of the integrity report has already being 
hijacked or intercepted by adversary or unauthorized platform, 
it cannot be decrypted easily because the encryption key is 
well protected by the sealing key from TPM. Only the rightly 
associated TPM could unseal the sealed encryption key. 

D. Mutual Attestation  

The purpose of attestation is to prove that the attester is the 
genuine, legitimate platform. It is clearly seen that this 
integrity report is used as trust evidence which comes from the 
target platform. Generally, the integrity report is any trusted 
value that can be processed and verified by the verifier 
platform. Specifically, the outcome of the attestation process 
(whether trusted or untrusted) depends on the integrity 
measurement that is collected. Attestation can be done in 
several ways, which include, i) as binary-based attestation, 
which has been proposed by TCG, ii) property-based 
attestation [24], which depends on the property value of 
attester’s platform, and iii) direct anonymous attestation 
(DAA) [12]. 

This paper focuses only on using binary-based attestation 
for trusted process because in term of performance it is lighter 
and faster compared to property-based and DAA. In RFID 
system, resource is very limited and has to be utilized 
efficiently. Attestation could either be done in two ways; one 
way communication from attester to verifier or mutually as in 
our earlier work, i.e. Mubarak et al. [17]. Through mutual 
attestation process, we are essentially creating a trusted 
communication channel between attester and verifier.  

Attestation process starts by the verifier sending nonce or 
random numbers which is created by using random number 
generator (RNG) to attester. Then, attester uses the random 
number as one of the parameter and combined it with 
Attestation Identity Key (AIK) [21]-[22] to communicate with 
the TPM. The TPM analyzes every parameter that it receives 
from attester’s application layer. All of these parameters are 
processed to produce signature, PCR measurement values, 
and TPM or platform’s credential to be sent to verifier. The 
combination of several integrity parameters in attester’s 
platform creates the required attester integrity report. Then, 
verifier receives and verifies the integrity report sent by 
attester by using the verification module. Next, verifier 
decides whether it can trust the attester platform or the 
communication with attester would be terminated. 

IV. The Proposed Model 

The main objective of this paper is to solve and realize the 
above mitigation process by proposing a solution based on 
encryption, mutual attestation and anonymization in RFID 
system. In this paper we propose a Unified Model for Security, 
Trust and Privacy (STP) of RFID System.  

A. The Proposed Model  

The proposed Unified Model for Security, Trust and 
Privacy (STP) of RFID System as shown in Figure 4 is based 
on the following main principles. For the Trusted Anonymizer, 
the integrity measurement is extended inside TPM embedded 
in the RFID reader. This integrity measurement is combined 
together with all integrity measurements of other components 
in RFID reader which is then extended inside the PCR of the 
TPM-embedded RFID reader. The validity of the integrity 
report will be verified by backend server and RFID tag. This is 
significant, because the trust is established mutually among its 
own elements of the RFID system (forming a chain of trust 
within its own local domain). This solution also provides 
protection for anonymizer so that it would always be in trusted 
situation. 

The proposed model addresses trust and privacy involving 
all RFID System components such as tag, anonymizer, RFID 
reader, and backend server. Its core component is the trusted 
anonymizer and integrity verification module which ensures 
integrity of every component in this system model is verified 
by verifier which is another trustable RFID platform. This 
integrity verification process is done after the mutual 
attestation has been established amongst the RFID system 
components, i.e. backend server, RFID reader, RFID tag and 
anonymizer. 
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Figure 4. A Unified Model for Security, Trust and Privacy 
(STP) of RFID System 

  
In the worst case scenario of our proposed Unified Model 

for Security, Trust and Privacy (STP) of RFID System, if the 
anonymizer or any RFID component is infected, (i.e. after 
integrity checks have revealed that integrity measurements 
have changed), and the whole RFID system would be halted 
to prevent further damage to the system trustworthiness. Any 
attempt to do illegal access to the system will be rejected by 
trusted RFID system.  It must be emphasized that the chain of 
trust is very critical in the proposed solution because it 
protects the system from malicious code [18] or 
impersonation attacks 

B. Attestation Process of System Components 

The Trusted Anonymizer inside RFID reader provides 
anonymization services for identity of RFID tag, identity of 
RFID reader and confidential data in backend server. This 
means that any unauthorized system will be unable to trace or 
track RFID tag associated to any specific user and will be able 
to retrieve any confidential data from backend server. 
Anonymity also means that even if the backend server is 
compromised, no confidential data can be linked to any 
specific user. 
 
Notations for the proposed STP Model 
 

Notation Descriptions 
NB, NR Random numbers (nonces) 
AZ [IDT] Anonymous value of tag ID 
AZnew[IDT] New anonymous value of tag 

ID 
EA[IRR] Encrypted value of integrity 

report from RFID reader 
AZ[IRB] Anonymous value of integrity 

report from backend server  
AZnew[IRB] New anonymous value of 

integrity report from backend 
server 

SKB Sealing key from backend 
server 

Table 1. Notations. 

  
Referring to the Figure 5 below, every component 

including the anonymizer has to be measured and extended 
inside PCR in TPM before the attestation process is started. 
The integrity measurement of anonymizer is to make sure that 

anonymizer is a trusted component. Please refer to Table 1 for 
the description of the notations used in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 
The pre-condition is that the backend server must have the 
encrypted integrity measurement of RFID reader (EA[IRR]) 
stored inside the storage of the backend server. Anonymizer 
inside RFID reader first anonymizes integrity measurement of 
backend server (AZ[IRB]) and stores them inside RFID reader 
and backend server. The anonymized identity of RFID tag 
(AZ[IDT]) which has been anonymized by the anonymizer in 
RFID reader will also be stored inside RFID reader and tag.  

 
Figure 5. Attestation process of Anonymizer and RFID 
reader. 
 

The mutual attestation process is first started by the 
backend server sending nonce (NB) i.e. a random number and 
anonymous integrity measurement value of the backend 
server (AZ[IRB]) to RFID reader. The nonce (NB) which is 
received by RFID reader will be used to retrieve integrity 
measurement in the TPM. The anonymous value of (IRB) is 
extracted by using the anonymizer to verify the validity of the 
integrity measurement from backend server. If the integrity 
measurement of RFID reader is found to be valid, RFID 
reader will send its integrity report to be verified by backend 
server.  

Next, the RFID reader will use nonce (NB) to populate the 
integrity report using integrity measurement (IRR) of the 
platform, Attestation Identity Key (AIK), which represents 
identity of the platform and signature of the key and sealing 
key of the backend server (SKB). The integrity measurement 
is encrypted by using lightweight-based encryption (EA[IRR]). 
The encryption key which was used to encrypt integrity 
measurement of RFID reader is sealed by using sealing key 
which has been retrieved earlier from the TPM in backend 
server. The encryption key is stored inside backend server. 
The encrypted integrity measurement of RFID reader can only 
be decrypted by using backend server because only backend 
server could unseal the encryption key through the TPM.  

This populated integrity report from RFID reader is send to 
backend server to be verified. If the integrity report of RFID 
reader with anonymizer is invalid (cannot be verified), the 
backend server will stop any communication with RFID 
reader. Otherwise, if otherwise (i.e. valid), backend server 
will continue the communication with RFID reader. The new 
anonymous integrity measurement value of backend server 
(AZnew[IRB]) is created by anonymizer to update the 
anonymous value to a new value. 

NB , AZ[IRB] 
 

NR, EA[IRR], SKB, 
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Figure 6. Integrity verification process of RFID tag. 

C. Integrity Verification Process of System Components 

The integrity verification process of RFID tag is as shown 
in Figure 6. RFID reader starts RFID tag’s integrity 
verification process by sending nonce (NR) and encrypted 
integrity measurement value of RFID reader (EA[IRR]) to 
RFID tag. Next, RFID tag needs to decrypt the encrypted 
integrity report from RFID reader and verifies the validity of 
the integrity report. If the integrity report is found to be invalid, 
RFID tag will stop the communication with RFID reader. 
Otherwise, if otherwise it is valid, RFID tag will send an 
anonymous identity value of the tag to be verified by RFID 
reader. Then, anonymizer inside RFID reader retrieves the 
real value of identity tag and verifies the validity of the 
identity of the tag. If the tag identity is found to be invalid 
RFID reader will stop the communication with RFID tag. 
Otherwise, if tag identity is found to be valid, RFID reader 
provides new anonymous ID to RFID tag. 

V. Security Analysis of Model 

A. Integrity (Trust) 

The proposed model is analyzed from trust perspective. 
From trust point of view, the proposed model satisfies the key 
element in trust by providing much needed integrity 
measurements, reports between backend server, RFID reader, 
and tags. The mutual attestation process between RFID reader 
and backend server fulfills this need for trust (integrity 
verifications) for both platforms. The current passive RFID 
tag could not be embedded with TPM; it is envisage that 
future NFC type of mobile phone will be able to be embedded 
with TPM or mobile trusted module (MTM) [25]. The future 
trend of RFID system such as NFC mobile phone should 
enable mutual attestation with RFID reader. In the proposed 
model, identity verification is more than enough for RFID tag.  

The much needed hardware based, tamper proof 
protection necessary to store secret information used by the 
proposed RFID System model is provided by the TPM which 
stores encryption key, AIK, sealing keys and etc.  Any 
intruders or adversary would not be able to retrieve any 
integrity measurement or AIK from the TPM without 
physically hacking it, which is actually difficult. Hence, the 
integrity reports in our proposed model are well protected.  

To further strengthen our proposed model, integrity 
reports are protected by using lightweight-based encryption 
such as ECC and anonymized by using anonymizer. The 
RFID tag identity is also anonymized by the trusted 
anonymizer. The combination of integrity verification, 
anonymization and encryption provides protection for “data 
in motion” and “data at rest”. IMA provides a runtime based 

protection for every executed application in the system. Any 
malicious code attempts and data changes will be detected by 
IMA. Therefore, this solution also provides “data in use” 
protection which has never been discussed before in RFID 
system research. The IMA detection process for any changes 
in the system is as shown in Figure 7. In the attack scenario 
shown here, we know that the index.html file has been hacked. 
It shows that its measurement value has changed from 
‘73b7fc43ee60fa0bdb0c8cbd8ee9812e1a4e8baf’ to a 
different value 
‘fe7d33abe968fe09bc2f4cbcd6480db37779816a’. In this 
example, the IMA detects the changes automatically in real 
time, after the file had been changed.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. IMA detection process for any changes in the 
system. 

B. Security 

We also analyzed the proposed model from security 
perspective. From security point of view, the proposed model 
satisfies the security requirement by providing a 
lightweight-based encryption to protect data in RFID system. 
Data in the communication channel between RFID reader, tag 
and backend server is encrypted by using ECC. Passive RFID 
tag cannot use Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) because of 
resource limitation and complexity in key management. 
Hence, only lightweight-based encryption such as ECC can be 
used with RFID tag. 

Any eavesdropper trying to retrieve the integrity report and 
messages via the communication channel would only get 
encrypted messages. They need to have encryption key in 
order to decrypt the message which will be in vain because 
encryption keys are well protected by using sealing key from 
TPM. The only way they can get the encryption key is by 
physically hacking the tamper proof TPM which will be 
difficult. Hence, the eavesdropper will fail to retrieve any 
information from the system. The combination of security 
(encryption key) and trusted platform (sealing key) provides 
protection for data in the network (data in motion).  

Any data inside the platform also can be encrypted by using 
encryption key from lightweight-based encryption and sealed 
the encryption key by using sealing key. This part of 
combination between security and trust also provides 
protection for data at rest in the backend server. 

C. Privacy 

The proposed model is also analyzed from privacy 
perspective. From privacy point of view, the proposed model 
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satisfies the privacy-preserving part by providing anonymizer 
to provide anonymity services for the system. Several 
integrity reports and tag identity is being anonymized by 
using anonymizer. The anonymizer inside RFID reader 
provides data and location privacy for user and RFID system. 
Anonymity and unlinkability functionalities of the 
anonymizer protects privacy of confidential data and location 
privacy of RFID reader, tags and back-end server from being 
tracked or traced by adversary.   

The combination between privacy preservation (via 
anonymizer) with integrity verification (via integrity report) 
provides complete privacy for data at network level and at 
storage level. Anonymized data is well protected by trusted 
anonymizer inside RFID reader. IMA tool in RFID reader 
monitor any unauthorized changes to the data or system. 

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper we presented our proposed Unified Model for 
Security, Trust and Privacy (STP) of RFID System. Our 
proposed model use trusted computing principles and 
components to solve issues highlighted by previous works in 
RFID protocols. We combine the strengths of encryption, 
mutual attestation and privacy enhancement to form a unified 
model for Security, Trust and Privacy (STP) of RFID system. 
The model provides a holistic protection for RFID system. 
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